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Introduction
Metal foams and sponges are versatile materials (see for example [1] and [2] ) that have a number of thermal applications in regenerators, air-conditioning systems, gas turbines, electronic cooling and chemical reactors [3] [4] [5] [6] . Their main advantage is their high specific area which enhances the heat transfer and permits miniaturization of the thermal system. Moreover, their geometric construction enhances flow mixing as a result of their tortuous pathways [5, 7] . As a result, they have attracted considerable attention in recent times. The thermal conductivity is an important parameter for such applications and can be accessed by approximating the porous material as an equivalent homogenous medium. When heat, driven by a temperature gradient, flows by conduction in this situation, the use of the Fourier law implies knowledge of the effective thermal conductivity (ETC).
Heat exchange in porous structures is complex as it takes place in two phases.
There is a network of solid ligaments of generally high thermal conductivity and a fluid with lower thermal conductivity [8, 9] . The principle process of heat transfer in non-flowing fluid saturated media is conduction through both the solid and fluid phases. However, convection and radiation cannot necessarily be neglected in all cases [7, 10] . In such situations, the effective thermal conductivity, ETC, is no longer a property of a single material but depends on both the solid and fluid material properties, and also the structure of the porous medium; e.g. its porosity and pore size. A further problem with these materials is that the repeatability of the morphology is not constant, even when the same manufacturing conditions are employed, resulting in an inherent scatter in the material properties unless very large samples are tested [5, 11, 12] .
Porous materials are generally characterised using their porosity and pore size. The porosity ( , the inverse of the amount of solid material) is well defined and easily measured, it only requires that the mass and volume are known. The effective thermal conductivity has been found to be highly sensitive to the porosity, increasing as the porosity decreases [5] [6] [7] [8] [13] [14] [15] . The effect of pore size on ETC is less significant, and generally no noticeable effect of pore size has been reported [5, 8, 9, 15] , provided the pore size is below a certain value shown to be 4 mm diameter in closed cell polymer foams which is sufficient to suppress convection [3, 16, 17] . Although it can be demonstrated that the pore size has little direct influence on ETC, the pore size will influence the foam fabrication process, and by establishing limits on what foams may actually be produced (there are usually upper and lower size limits). To this extent, pore size can affect the ETC [12, 18] . The pore size itself is additionally not well defined as measures including both average pore diameters and Pores Per Inch (PPI) are presented in the literature. Conversion between the these measures is also subject to ambiguity [3, 17] .
There have been a number of attempts to provide theoretical approaches (often based on a simplified unit cell structure) and empirical correlations to predict ETC in porous materials. The models require some assumptions to be made; relating to the topology, the arrangement of the solid and fluid phases (whether in series or parallel) and the repeatability of distribution of the unit cells [19, 20] . There are many different production techniques available [3, 17] . Different production technique and the type of material have an effect in terms of strut shape and size, and distribution of the pores [21] , as well as the base material from which the porous metal is made. However, these general approaches have not been successful in predicting the ETC of most open celled metal sponges with accuracy. Strategies that go beyond simplified unit cell structures have been explored, for example, by analysing the real foam structure obtained from 3D computed tomography [12] to observe its effects on the ETC. This can support the development of more accurate generic correlations [10, 12, 18] , but is limited by the small volumes of foams that can be investigated in this way. A review of the wide range of theoretical and empirical approaches for porous metals found that each model defines a specific morphology and is hence of limited applicability to other types [11, 12, 18] . This is discussed in more detail later in this work. Both steady state and transient techniques may be used to measure the thermal conductivity of complex materials [5, 6, 8-10, 15, 22, 23] . The transient method was first demonstrated by Gustafsson et al [24] in 1979 for ETC measurements of insulating materials. The most common type of transient measurement is the Transient Plane Source technique (TPS) [25, 26] , where a single element acts as both temperature sensor and heat source . It has been widely used to measure the ETC of porous materials [6, 12, 23] . The TPS element is positioned between two samples with similar characteristics and measures the instantaneous temperature gradient with time [6, 25, 26] . The main advantages of this approach are that the tests are easy and rapid, and it is possible to measure a wide range of thermal conductivities [6, 10] . The analysis can be complex and quantification of uncertainty difficult [10] . Special care of the thermal contact resistance in terms of surface roughness and contact pressure is required [6] .
There are a number of steady state methods which can be used to measure the thermal conductivity [10] . The basic principle of a steady state method is to measure the temperature gradient along a sample length under steady state conditions. The rate of heat transfer is obtained by measuring the temperature difference across a known reference material [9, 27] or the dissipated heat from the temperature change in a water bath [5] . The main advantages of this method are the simplicity of the evaluation technique, good precision and accuracy and the opportunity to conduct unidirectional measurements [10] . Whilst the main disadvantages are the long times required to achieve steady state conditions, complicated instrumental procedure and the potential difficulties due to thermal contact (which can be especially challenging for a porous matrix [10] ).
The primary objective of the experimental work reported here was to measure the effective thermal conductivity of open celled aluminium porous metals with different pore densities and the assessment of models and empirical correlations at a lower range of porosities than previously available. In this study a comparative steady state method was used where heat transfer through the porous media is allowed to become constant, permitting the F [5, 9, 27]. Most previous investigations on open celled metal sponges have examined materials with high porosity ( > 0.9). This study aims to experimentally measure the ETC at a lower range of porosities (0.57 < < 0.77) using aluminium sponges manufactured using the replication method [28] . The fluid was air. Four different pore sizes (based on the size of the particles used to manufacture the material) were tested, ranging from 0.8 to 2.1 mm in average diameter. The validity of available models and correlations in the literature was tested. The samples porosities ranged from 0.57 to 0.77 with different pore sizes and uncertainties less than 0.7%. Shown in Figure 1 are the photos of tested samples for different pore sizes. The sample specifications and effective thermal conductivity results are given in Table 1 . 
Metal samples
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Experimental Apparatus and Effective Thermal Conductivity Calculations
Shown in Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the apparatus used to estimate the effective thermal conductivity in this study. The method used is comparative steady state which is widely employed to measure the ETC of porous materials, e.g. [5, 9, 27] . The one dimensional heat transfer problem was applied in the upper and lower aluminium blocks and the porous metal sample, when at thermal equilibrium (steady state). The average of the heat transfer rates in the upper and lower aluminium blocks was used to obtain the ETC of the porous material sample.
Assuming no radial conduction, radiation or convection heat transfer the heat flux is a function of the sample thickness only. The heat balance equations through the upper and lower blocks are:
The heat loss (Q loss ) to the environment was estimated by applying the heat equation through the insulation material. The inner side temperature of the insulation (T i ) was assessed by the average of outer temperatures at all levels: The heat flow through the sample is the average of both heat flow through the upper and lower aluminium blocks corrected by subtracting the heat loss to the surroundings:
The effective thermal conductivity can be found by applying the energy balance equation through the sample as 3.5
The experiment was repeated by rotating the samples, and the average value of the results obtained is reported. The results and geometrical specifications of the tested porous aluminium samples were given in Tables 1. To calibrate the thermal conductivity measurements, three solid materials of known characteristics (aluminium, brass and steel) were also tested. Their thermal conductivities were found to be within 5% of the published values [30] .
Whilst in this analysis natural convection was assumed to be negligible previous workers have demonstrated that it can contribute to heat transfer in this type of test [9] . To test for its impact the rig was rotated such that the heat source was below the sample. This configuration has been shown to encourage air movement within the pores due to buoyancy forces [9] . Natural convection depends on the temperature, and so measurements were performed for a range of heater temperatures; the results are shown in Fig. 4 for large pore size samples. The effective thermal conductivity increased with temperature, as might be expected as both the thermal conductivity of air and aluminium increase with temperature. However, once these factors were taken into account, it was found that the relative contribution of convection also increased by ~1% for an 8 C rise in the air temperature. 
. The impact of temperature on the contribution of natural convection to ETC
The dependence of sample properties on convection was explored by testing four large pore size samples (d p = 2.0 -2.4 mm) with different porosities in both upward and downward configurations. Shown in Figure 5 is the effect of porosity on the contribution of convective heat transfer to ETC, including data from a high porosity aluminium foam [9] whose pore size is roughly equivalent to the pore size tested here. The contribution of natural convection is calculated as the percentage increase in ETC when measured with heat flow vertically upwards, over the value when it flows in the opposite direction (suppressing the convection contribution), and is found to increase with porosity as a result of increased fluid space. However, the overall contribution from natural convection remains low. Subsequent measurements were performed with the direction of heat downwards to minimize influence of convective heat transfer. 
Uncertainty analysis
There are a number of measured parameters which lead to the main uncertainties in this experimental work. These parameters should be taken into account to estimate the errors in ETC and porosity. Porosity can be expressed as function of cross sectional area ( ), length ( ) and sample mass ( ) of the sample:
The uncertainty of the porosity can be estimated [7, 14, 15, 35] as:
The other important parameter is heat transfer and its uncertainty is function of the error in upper and lower heat flux meters ( ), physical dimensions of the sample and temperature differences ( ) as:
Therefore, the uncertainty can be found as
4.9
Considering the relation which used to calculate the effective thermal conductivity the related parameters can be expressed as follows:
4.10
Then the uncertainty of the effective thermal conductivity can be as
4.11
The uncertainties of parameters which were used in the valuation of effective thermal conductivity are given in Table 2 . From the above calculation the uncertainty of the porosity was found to be <1.8% and the uncertainty of the effective thermal conductivity was <6.1%. 
Experimental Results:
Shown in Figure 6 are the measured effective thermal conductivities of tested samples plotted against porosity. There was some scatter in the results which is inherent from the nature of porous metals, the manufacturing process and the size of samples that could be manufactured. In order to compare the measured values of ETC with those available in the literature, ETC is presented ( Figure 7 ) normalized with the thermal conductivity of solid material from which the porous structure is made. The results of other workers are also presented.
Figure 7 Normalized thermal conductivity versus porosity
It can be seen that for the samples tested here, and those of other workers, the ETC decreased as the porosity increased. The foams manufactured by Solórzano et al. by the powder metallurgical method resulted in closed cells with a similar range of porosities to those manufactured here. They used the Transient Plane Source (TPS) technique to determine ETC. Three representative measurements of high porosity metal foams manufactured using investment casting have been included. The samples tested in Paek et al [5] and Bhattacharya et al [15] are Duocel foams, produced by the ERG Materials and Aerospace Corp. Dyga and Witczak [9] do not mention the origin of their samples but are reported as ranging from 20 to 40 PPI. All used a similar method to determine ETC as the one used here.
The thermal conductivity of the air (fluid phase) was smaller than the aluminium (solid phase) hence the main mechanism of heat transfer was conduction through the ligaments of the metal network. Reducing the volume fraction of the fluid (decreasing porosity) increases the thickness of the struts (the elements of the solid skeleton) which form the unit cells resulting in higher values of ETC. For the range pore sizes typically found in these materials the size of the pores does not have an influence on ETC.
Validity with correlations and models
The materials studied here have lower porosities and a more random structure than some other types of porous material so their ETC would not necessarily be expected to agree with equations derived for alternative types of metal foam or sponge. However, it is desirable to have an expression that can predict ETC for porous metals over the range of porosities from 0.5 to values approaching 1.0. A number of models and correlations have been selected and compared to available measurements of ETC, which are given in Table 3 . Three simplified models were used, one based on the assumption that conduction through the solid material can be either in series or parallel. A simple scaling expression was also used, along with D model [8, 15, 36] , and an analytical model based on the numerical and 3D tomographic structure parameters in terms of ratio between the thickness of the struts and the nodes (referred to as lumps in the originating work, and preserved in the notation here, D st /d lu ) and the node shape [18] . Two empirical expressions for high porosity (> 90%) foams are also compared to our experimental measurements. These are being applied beyond their proven range of applicability to observe if they might extend to lower porosity materials. where cos Scaling Relation [6, 38] where Empirical Correlations for high porosity foams: Bhattacharya et al. [15] where A= 0. 35 The selected correlations and models are plotted with experimental data (our own and that of other workers) in Figure 8 . From Figure 8 it can be seen that there is considerable variation in the predicted ETC, with mismatches between empirical correlations and the experimental results across the full range of porosity. The experimental data might be considered to be in better agreement than the proposed fits, the scatter observed between the samples tested here being less than that of the predictions. This, in part, reflects the lack of experimental data that has been available for porous materials and the necessity for further measurements. The series-parallel or Minsar models over predicted ETC at all porosities by 65% at a porosity of 70% and 86% at a porosity of 95%. The two models derived for high porosity materials, Bhattacharya et al. [15] , and Singh et al. [36] , tend to under predict ETC at lower porosities by 24% and 50% at a porosity of 60% respectively, indicating some material/structural difference in the materials at this range from the higher porosity form. Scaling relationships gave reasonable agreement for some of the measurements but tended not to Singh et al. [36] F ln work for material where the porosity was greater than 90% where they under predicted ETC by 77% at a porosity of 95%. T D model predicted ETC well across the whole range of porosities, although the values of the effective thermal conductivity for the high porosity foams are so low the relative error will be significant. The successful predictions of this model is likely to relate to the fact that the fibrous structure in the model is assumed to be an infinite random arrangement of cylinders. The replacement of the cylinders with square bars of the same cross sectional area will not affect ETC [37] , and so this random arrangement is a good representation of the strut structure of the tested foams.
Further to this, the shapes of the nodes and struts have a measurable effect on the predicted ETC. The cross sectional shape of metal fibre (strut) changes with porosity, from a circle at a porosity of 85% to a concave triangle when the porosity reaches 97% [15, 21, 39] . To include the effect of the thickness ratio of the nodes and struts, the predicted ETC from the Coquard et al model [18] was compared with experimental results with cubic and parallelepipedic node shapes. For both shapes at high D st /d lu the ETC under predicted at low porosity by 15% and 36% for parallelepipedic and cubic nodes respectively, and tends to good estimation at very high porosities with high and low ratio. The overestimated values were found at lower porosities with very low D st /d lu . When the ratio is 2.0 the shape of the nodes tends to a measurable difference of around 8% at a porosity of 65%. In this model the thickness ratio between the nodes and struts needs to be obtained accurately in order to be able to predict a reliable ETC value.
The analytical and numerical approaches describe the typical shape of unit cells as homogenous, without any misalignment or other defects, which in reality will be common. Such features will be the origin of the differences between the predictions and the experimental results.
To further investigate the relationship between ETC and porosity an empirical scaling relationship was derived where: 6.1 Such that n was itself a function of the porosity. It was initially anticipated that n would be a linear function. Shown in Figure 9 is the value of the exponent n plotted against porosity for each experimental data point. The measurements from this study and those of other workers presented in Figure 7 were used. The value of n was observed to gently decrease with increasing porosity but then rapidly tail off beyond a porosity of 0.8. In order to fit these data a power law was investigated, also shown in Figure 9 , as a dashed line. The best fit was found to be:
Resulting in final form of the empirical scaling law for porous metals for with pore fractions ranging from 0.5 to 0.98 to be 6.3 
